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quickly achieved the decisive victory which the Axis forces, despite
their great advantages, had never been able to secure.
III. minor campaigns in the far east
The changing face of the war in the West in the autumn of 1942
had its counterpart in the Pacific. Already, in early July, a hastily-
prepared American expedition had landed on Guadalcanal in the
Solomon Islands, and in mid-September the Australians in New
Guinea launched a counter-offensive which, despite the unusual
difficulties of the ground and the climate, gradually pressed the
Japanese back across the Owen Stanley mountains to the northern
coast, and invested their fortified bridgeheads at Buna and Gona.
These the Australians, though reinforced by American troops, could
reduce only by methodical step by step attacks ; and it was well
into January, 1943, before the last small pocket of defenders in
Buna was accounted for. Practically the whole of the original
invading force of 15,000 men had been wiped out in this critical
and arduous campaign in eastern New Guinea. The enemy still
retained footholds in Nassau Bay further north about Lae and
Salamaua, and it was another five months before the Allies were in a
position to deal with them. Guadalcanal was by then solidly in
American hands. The enemy in the south-western Pacific had thus
everywhere lost the initiative and had been thrown on to the
defensive.
Our operations in Burma had been less successful. After the
loss of that country the Eastern Army, comprising the I Vth Corps
(lyth Indian and ist Burma Divisions), the XVth Corps (i4th
and 26th Indian Divisions) and the 7oth British Division, had been
hurriedly organised to defend Assam, Bengal and Orissa ; but as
no Japanese offensive took place during the summer of 1942, Lord
Wavell, Commander-in-Chief in India, decided to undertake
limited operations during the winter, preparatory to a larger scale
attack in the spring of 1943. The I Vth Corps crossed the
frontier into Arakan in December, and occupied part of the Mayu
peninsula, but could not hold it against a counter-offensive launched
by the enemy from his prepared positions north of Akyab. This
failure was to some extent offset by a spectacular foray in rear of
the Japanese lines, carried out by a specially trained brigade under
General Wingate, which ranged far and wide for two months and
did considerable material and moral damage on the hostile lines of
communication ; its strategic effects were small and our losses,
mostly from sickness, were high, but the lessons learned in the
course of .its operations, particularly as regards the supply of
isolated forces by air, bore valuable fruit in subsequent campaigns
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